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This book-length monograph on araneid sexual behavior is obviously a labor of as well
as being about love . From the high quality photographs to the careful detail of the descriptions, from the range of side topics touched upon (the alarming world-wide shortag e
of taxonomists, the habitats and webs of the species studied, male kelptoparasitism o n
females) to the patience I know from personal experience was necessary to see all that
they saw, and to the very observations themselves ( "massive, massive high intensit y
tugging, . . .vigorous puffing, it ' s a magnificent slow motion tug, . . ."), the authors '
excitement and enjoyment of the study shines through . The Robinsons continue the
admirable tradition, established with their work on attack behavior and Nephila, of givin g
rounded, summary views of what they have seen rather than splitting off pieces to publis h
as separate papers . This makes for longer papers (and shorter curriculum vitaes), bu t
means each paper is a gold mine to be visited again and again . In fact the broad surve y
nature of this work, reflecting the Robinsons ' unusually wide travels in the tropics, is no t
likely to be duplicated in the near future, and they are undoubtedly destined to go dow n
as the Masters and Johnson of araneid sexual behavior .
The monograph's basic aim was the detection of behavioral differences between highe r
order groups of araneids, and to this end the Robinsons observed 53 species in 15 gener a
in two of Simon's subfamilies (Nephilinae, Argiopinae), and found and categorized 1 8
major types of male behavior . The accounts of their observations make up the bulk of the
text . It is difficult to know in a pioneering work like this which kinds of observations will
prove useful and in what contexts they will be used, so the detailed nature of the descriptions is justified . As M . Robinson has written elsewhere, watching araneids court withou t
being able to monitor the vibrations they produce is like watching a symphony orchestr a
play without hearing any sound ; this simile dramatizes the possibly limited nature of thei r
data . The overall patterns of variation in behavior are then summarized and discussed .
What emerges is puzzling . There are clear groups of species which share entire suites o f
characters, but contrary to expectations, the groupings do not follow taxonomic lines
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(there is at least one species of Argiope or Gea in each of the three major groups) . The
Robinsons' tentative attempt to trace the evolutionary sequence of the development o f
these suites is somewhat unconvincing ; in particular they lack observations of relate d
groups such as tetragnathines, metines, theridiosomatids, theridiids, metids, etc . (filling
this gap would make a nice thesis project) . Other surprises are the relative lack of variety
in male behaviors (perhaps the variety of vibrations produced is greater), and the apparent
lack of stereotypy in the order and duration of the behaviors the males perform . I had
supposed, reasoning from the assumption that male courtship functions to isolate different species reproductively, that each species would have a distinct male courtship code ;
the authors wisely stop short of trying to assess the value of male courtship in preventin g
interspecific mating, but I suspect the other two functions they discuss — reduction o f
predatory drive and arousal of the female (i .e . sexual selection by female choice) — ma y
be very important . A final note on the substance of what they saw concerns the anomalous behavior of Mecynogea ; the taxonomic position of this genus with the strange sheet
web is even less clear than it was before .
The production of the monograph is excellent, and there are very few errors of an y
sort . The price is not unreasonable for a specialized work of this sort .
William G . Eberhard, Escuela de Biologia, Universidad de Costa Rica, Ciudad Universi taria, Costa Ric a

ON YET ANOTHER ARIINICIAL SPIDER CLASSIFICATION :
A REVIEW

Levi, Herbert W . 1982 . Araneae . In Parker, Sybil B . (ed .), Synopsis and Classificatio n
of Living Organisms . McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, vol . 2, pp . 77-95 .
Levi's 1982 classification of spiders is presented as part of a two-volume survey of th e
families of living organisms that includes coverage of scorpions (by O . F . Francke) ,
pseudoscorpions (by W . B . Muchmore), solpugids (by M . H . Muma), opilionids (by W . A .
Shear), and acari (by D . E . Johnston and others) ; the smaller orders are covered in short
accounts by Levi . The spider section is worthy of note primarily because it contains a
new classification and descriptions of families that are offered to the general public as a
summary of our knowledge of the order . Unfortunately, it is so riddled with errors of fac t
and analysis that one can only hope the general public is never misled by it . Since th e
volumes carry a hefty price tag ($150), their distribution will probably be limited t o
libraries .
Levi acknowledges at the beginning that "family classifications are controversial " ;
although one might expect, therefore, to find many families placed only incertae sedis ,
such is not the case—all the families of araneomorphs discussed are assigned to one of 1 6
equally ranked superfamilies . Levi indicates that "a conservative view is used here, " b y
which he evidently means that classical groups which are known to be artificial ar e
retained at the expense of more recently proposed groups that might possibly be natural .

